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Robe Town Pale Ale - 4.5% a/v 
A super soft and easy pale ale - Robe Town’s most popular 
beer. Easy drinking with gentle hop aromas and subtle malt 
flavours. Made with local Robe barley malt and modern 
Australian hops, this is everyone’s go-to at the brewery and 
local establishments in Robe. 
 

The Moon Hop Extra Pale Ale - 6.1% a/v
A delicious, fruity and fragrant extra pale ale made with extra 
malt and extra hops. Big flavours of guava and passionfruit.
Big body and sweetness to boot. Drink fresh and serve at 
cellar temperature on cooler days, or chilled in the summer. 
Dry hopped with Vic Secret hops, a modern Australian hop 
strain. Available in December

Bonnie Owl - Robe Town session pale ale 3.8% a/v
A crisp and super-easy drinking session ale with fruity hop 
aromas of passion fruit. The current batch remains lower in 
alcohol than your average beer, but much fuller in flavour - 
thanks to the use of a special new yeast strain. Named after 
Robe Town’s first public house, the Bonnie Owl, located 
where the Robe Hotel now stands. 

Sourfest 3 - sour ale 4.4.% a/v
A refreshing and fruity light tart ale perfect for drinking in the 
hot summer sun. This ale is back after popular demand, but 
packs some extra funky flavours this time! Made with a sour 
mash of traditional ale malt giving it a unique and very tasty 
sweet and sour finish.
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1 of 4 -  $4.50

1 of 24 - $3.55

1 of 4 -  $4.88

1 of 24 - $3.70

Price, when buying 
mixed 4packs or cases

Beer list November 2020

Bottles 330ml

Pick and pack your own mixed 4-packs, mixed dozen or mixed 
cases! The more you buy, the cheaper per bottle it is. Pick your mix 
and send us a wish-list to info@robetownbrewery.com.au

1 of 4 -  $4.50

1 of 24 - $3.55

1 of 4 -  $4.50

1 of 24 - $3.55
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Over The Hills (and far away)  - light red ale 5.3% a/v 
A relatively dry and crisp, lightly malty, full strength red ale. 
Bottle conditioned for two years, this ale gives subtle hints 
of berries on the backbone of a subtle caramel malt flavour. 
Light and easy drinking. NEW BEER!

Ploughman’s Ale - traditional farmhouse - 4.9% a/v
This old-school ale is the essential ingredient to the classic 
Ploughman’s Lunch, consisting of bread, cheese, pickles and 
ale. Lightly tart to tangy, with a malty to red colour. Brewed in 
Feb 2019. Aged for 12 months prior to release.

Black Widow - sour, hoppy stout - 6.5 % a/v
A mixed-fermentation, full-flavoured stout using 
commercial and wild house yeast , dry hopped with 
modern Aussie hops for a tangy and fruity dark ale with 
big notes of blackcurrants.

Kicked Out Stout - tart choc blueberry stout 6% a/v
A mixed fermentation, full-bodied stout using our wild 
house yeast for a tangy edge and subtle hints of cocoa 
and blueberries.

Equinox - tart porter 7.2% a/v 
A dark, smooth and chocolaty porter with pronounced 
tartness. Hints of sour cherries and fruit with a rich chocolate 
malt flavour. The sour edge makes it perfect for warmer days.
when chilled. Serve at cellar temperature in colder months.
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Price, when buying 
mixed 4packs or cases
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1 of 4 -  $4.88

1 of 24 - $3.70

1 of 4 -  $5.75

1 of 24 - $4.34

1 of 4 -  $5.75

1 of 24 - $4.34

1 of 4 -  $4.50

1 of 24 - $3.55

1 of 4 -  $6.25

1 of 24 - $5.00
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Price, when buying 
mixed 4packs or cases
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Midnight Smooch - licorice root stout 6.4 % a/v 
Stout with zing. Earthy, woody flavours and a herbal 
sweetness lace this deep yet gentle stout aged on organic 
licorice root. Full and long-lasting flavours. 

Dr.Plague - Aged Rich Dark Wild Ale 6.8% a/v
A dark, strong and rich ale tamed by the good Doctor for 
12+ months of bottle conditioning. Made with loads of 
chocolate and caramel malt, mixed fermentation using 
Belgian yeast and wild house bugs. Deliciously decadent!
NEW BEER!

Syrah Moon II - Barrel Aged Brett ale 7% a/v
Our second take on the ex-shiraz barrel-aged ale Syrah 
Moon. Soft but funky brettanomyces flavours and a hint of 
oak make this dry and sparkling ale an interesting and morish 
choice. Its a little like a mix between a beer and a wine.
NEW BEER!

1 of 4 -  $6.25

1 of 24 - $5.00

1 of 4 -  $6.25

1 of 24 - $5.00

1 of 4 -  $6.25

1 of 24 - $5.00
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Single -  $20.00

1 of 12 - $13.34
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Shearer’s Joy - historic farmhouse ale 4.7% a/v 750ml 
A sour ale made with historic ingredients and methods. This 
ale is flavoured with wild horehound, ginger and home-grown 
hops. It’s made with a sour-mash of barley malt and potatoes, 
adding a refreshing tartness to this pale-coloured farmhouse 
ale.

Solstice - Baltic porter 8% a/v 750ml
A sweet, dark and rich festive ale packed with character and 
brewed only twice a year - right on the summer and winter 
solstices. Big and bold in flavour, this ale is made with lots of 
chocolate malt and boiled for three hours on our unique 
wood-fired stove. The king of dark ales.

Equinox - tart porter 7.2% a/v 750ml
A dark, smooth and chocolaty porter with pronounced 
tartness. Hints of sour cherries and fruit with a rich chocolate 
malt flavour. The sour edge makes it perfect for warmer days 
when chilled. Serve at cellar temperature in colder months.

Just Peachy - Brett Barrel aged ale 7.9% a/v
A special limited single-barrel release of strong pale ale aged 
in a rescued bretty wine barrel. A year of bottle-conditioning 
has resulted in an interesting fruity flavour to this soft and 
luscious ale. Peachy!

Moby Dick Ambergris Ale Vintage #3  750ml
- imperial amber ale with ambergris 7.4% a/v
This special ale carries a huge and complex combination of 
flavours - sweet, sour, salty, umami all laced with a flavours of 
the ocean and a curious musky perfume. Made with a piece of 
ambergris found on the beach near Robe. Rare and valuable 
ambergris originates in the bowels of a sperm whale. After 
curing in the ocean for decades it is highly prized by the 
perfume industry for its potent, musky scent. This specialty ale 
is one to savour and share for special occasions.

Single -  $20.00

1 of 12 - $13.34

Single -  $12.00

1 of 12 - $8.34

Price, when buying 
single bottles or mixed 
casesBottles 750 ml
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Single -  $35.00

Two for $60.00

Single -  $35.00

Two for $60.00


